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ARE YOU COMMITTING CLIMATE FRAUD?

Re: Your Office’s Reference C08/50558

Prime Minister:
According to the media, you continue to propose your Emissions Trading
Scheme (ETS). In view of four outstanding (4) papers by John McLean provided
to you on August 4th, 2009, there is no need for any ETS because your ETS
rests entirely on your claims of advice from the UN IPCC. McLean’s
presentation of UN IPCC data provided by the UN IPCC itself covering
attributes of IPCC processes, demonstrates clearly the UN IPCC has no evidence
linking Earth’s modest global warming that ended around 1998 to human
production of CO2. None.
By continuing to promote any ETS, it seems you are committing fraud, being
defined as, Fraud [frawd] –noun
1. deceit, trickery, sharp practice, or breach of confidence, perpetrated for profit or to gain some
unfair or dishonest advantage.
2. a particular instance of such deceit or trickery: mail fraud; election frauds.
3. any deception, trickery, or humbug: That diet book is a fraud and a waste of time.
4. a person who makes deceitful pretences; sham; poseur.
Source: Dictionary.com Unabridged. Based on the Random House Dictionary, 2009.

When I hear you continue promoting an ETS despite you possessing McLean’s
outstanding reports I feel annoyed and troubled that you continue to call for an
ETS. Your calls do not meet my needs for integrity from a minister of the
Crown. Nor does your action meet my need that you treat Nature with respect.
It is a sad reflection that in my experience when people try to control others it
often reflects a need driven by deep underlying fear(s).
I remain available to answer your questions and please request justification for
you continuing to promote an ETS.
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